Cob, an ancient earth building technique has given rise to hundreds of thousand buildings across Europe for centuries. It has a very distinct appearance of substantial organic walls punctuated with small apertures whose windows and doors are set back to create deep reveals. Traditionally protected by thatched roofs, these vernacular buildings make an important contribution to local identity. Cob buildings still survive and continue to be occupied in many European countries including France, Italy, Germany, Belgium, Czech Republic and England (1). Following a description of the cob technique, this paper will present a brief overview of the history of cob in Devon, a county in South West England. Recent English cob buildings will be introduced with a discussion of the potential of this earth building technique for future architecture.
A través de Europa, cientos de miles de edificios han sido construidos por un método de construcción antiguo, el uso del cob. Estos edificios tienen una apariencia característica de muros orgánicos salpicados con pequeñas aperturas cuyas puertas y ventanas se rehunden para crear profundos relieves. Tradicionalmente protegidos por techos de paja, en estos edificios vernáculos está una parte importante de la identidad local. En muchos países europeos todavía se encuentran edificios hechos
. Después de una descripción sobre el uso de cob, este artículo presentará una historia breve del uso de cob en Devon, una región en el suroeste de Inglaterra. También introducirá ejemplos de edificios modernos de cob, con una discusión sobre el potencial de usar este método de construcción en proyectos arquitectónicos en el futuro.
THE COB TECHNIQUE
Cob is a building technique whereby excavated subsoil, the layer of material below the organic top soil and above the bedrock, is mixed on the ground and then placed on to a wall to produce a monolithic, load bearing structure. Although this technique is referred to as cob in Devon, different names have been given to this technique in other areas of Britain, including clob, the term used in the English county of Cornwall, witchert in Buckinghamshire, mud walling in the Midlands, clay dab in Scotland (2) and clom throughout Wales (3). In France bauge describes the cob technique, in Germany weller and in Italian cob is called terre crue (4).
British subsoils vary from one location to another in terms of both their constituents and their proportions. A variety of these subsoils have been used to manufacture cob for traditional buildings with the skills of the builder likely to have been able to assess suitability. Recent research has shown that in most cases the subsoil was taken directly from the site, where wall foundations, basements or ponds were dug, although traditional builders appear to know the optimum mix well enough to select subsoil from nearby pits (5). Today materials from a number of nearby locations are can be mixed to provide what has been agreed to be the optimum building material e.g. by Kevin McCabe for Kepple Gate. Today these variations must be also understood to determine the viability for manufacturing cob; to predict its performance; to develop appropriate conservation techniques and achieve new buildings; and to gain the statutory building permissions (6).
Current knowledge of the technique shows that the subsoil must be thoroughly mixed in order that its constituents are evenly distributed throughout the mixture (Figure 1 ). There is agreement that the aggregates within this mix should be well graded with the largest, 50 mm diameter gravel, through fi ne gravels and sands to silts. The sand occupies the voids between the gravel, and silt, fi ner still, fi lls any remaining gaps. However to ensure cohesion a binder is required and this is the role of the clay present within the soil. It is believed that a good mix for cob construction is 30-40% gravel, 25-30% sand, 10-20% silt and 10-25% clay (7). This has been established through the characterisation of material taken from existing cob walls which survive in good condition. In other counties of England chalk rich soil has also been used to manufacture traditional cob buildings (8). The most comprehensive explanation of cob manufacture has been recorded by Laurence Keefe in his recent book, Earth Building (9).
Cob can be described as a wet earth building technique. This makes it appropriate for the Devon subsoils which are inherently wet due to the region's high rainfall. More water is also added to the subsoil to facilitate the mixing, as its addition slurries the clay to ensure it coats the aggregate (10). Today the volume added to manufacture cob varies with quantity already present in the soil and the builder, some builders preferring to add large amounts and then allow the material to dry before being placed on the wall, whilst others prefer a drier mix from the outset to avoid the delay. Familiarity of the ideal constituency developed through practical experience is the critical to the ultimate success of the wall. Laboratory testing at the University of Plymouth shows the initial cob mix to be between 18 and 25% by volume (11).
The majority of water added to the mix will evaporate during the drying process making it impossible to establish the volume of water added by our ancestors. Although the wall will never become completely dry. Peter Trotman has shown that the hygroscopic moisture content caused by salts within the wall varies but always means a low level of moisture is present (12). The internal and external relative humidity will also affect the amount of moisture in the wall with porous fi nishes (13).
The addition of fi brous materials is generally associated with the cob building technique, although cob walls free of fi bre have been found very occasionally. Fibre generally takes the form of barley straw, but other materials have been identifi ed including wheat, oats, Recently this has been demonstrated successfully by Alfred Howard who has mixed large quantities of cob using cattle who also have cloven hoofs. Kevin McCabe uses a tractor although this requires the addition of considerable moisture with a resultant very wet mix which needs to dry (Figure 2) . Once a suitable mix has been achieved it can be placed directly onto the wall. It is normal to build an earth wall on a plinth of masonry which might be built from the larger stones removed from the subsoil. Very occasionally walls built without plinths have been identifi ed. The height of the plinth varies from 450mm to an entire fl oor. The plinth lifts the cob above rising damp and splashes of rain dripping from the roof. In Devon cob is also found in a narrow band high up on masonry walls. Perhaps this was done to increase wall heights when roofs were lifted to incorporate upper fl oors in what were once single storey buildings. Another theory is that it was easier to build with cob than stone around the timber roof structure. Some walls are a patchwork of cob and stone masonry with little obvious rationale determining the choice apart from what was at hand. The width too of the plinth and subsequent earth wall also varies, although it is always substantial. Early cob walls are generally up to 900 mm thick, a generous dimension which gives the protective character to the vernacular buildings made from this technique. Later wall thickness decrease to 600 mm or less to achieve the fashionable 'polite' architectural styles of C18 & C19 Britain (17). Cob building took place in Devon in the late spring and summer months when the weather was relatively dry. Alfred Howard's reference to the saying 'Cob should only be built when the swallows are here', is good advice. To build when the weather is cold and wet is not good practice. Traditional builders are also likely to have used the effects of the winter frosts to break up very clayey subsoils prior to manufacture the following spring (18). It was possible for walls to reach full height in one season so the roof could be constructed before the following winter (19).
It is likely that traditional cob wallers worked in teams of at least two, and were often farm labourers who built as part of their annual cycle of work, as was recalled by Alfred Howard. The wet material was lifted on forks usually those for hay pitching or purpose made by blacksmiths (20) . Once the cob was placed on the wall it was compacted by the weight of a person standing on the wall who exerted vertical and horizontal pressure through knocking the side of the wall with the heel of the foot (Figure 3 ). Experience has shown that the need to support its builder may help explain the wall's generous width. It was important that the cob initially overhung the external face of the plinth. This work was continuous until one lift had been achieved whose height varies possibly as a consequence of wetness of mix and subsequent structural stability; availability of manufactured material and labourers' time; the weather; and tradition. The lift was protected from rain by a layer of straw whilst it dried (21). The amount of time for this process to be completed varied according to climate and wetness of mix. However it was vital that the previous mix was almost dry before a further lift could proceed.
Whilst this technique achieves a monolithic load bearing wall, it differs from that of rammed earth, in that the wall is built without shuttering, the mix is much wetter and includes fi bres (22). The skills of the builders would allow a reasonable fi nish without shuttering, although paring down of both sides took place with a variety of implements including axes and mattocks (23) to achieve a fl at vertical surface often on the line of the plinth. In the absence of shuttering, practical experience and observation shows that the walls are better constructed without sharp arrises at corners or apertures. Instead the curved junctions together with the reliance on a pared fi nishing of the surfaces give cob buildings their visual distinctiveness. Their appearance is organic, handmade and unique. It can be much enjoyed in contrast to the clean, crisp, machine made building components currently employed in contemporary construction (Figure 4 ). walls because their diagonal profi le made them diffi cult to construct using the cob technique. Instead hipped and half-hipped roofs provided an excellent solution. Although cob walls in the Abruzzo region of Italy, can be seen extended into gables using adobe bricks to create a pitched roof. Traditionally the roof fi nish was thatch, complementing the organic nature of the walls and through constructional necessity, creating wide eaves, so vital in the protection of the wall surface from the high rainfall. It is the change of roof fi nishes to tiles or sheeting on cob properties with the resultant slender eaves' overhang which limits their protection and can lead to the deterioration of cob walls.
In addition to the protection given by the roof, cob walls were usually given both an external and internal fi nish. This fi nish may be an earth based material, whereby sieved earth is mixed with animal hair or fi ne straw. If lime was available this was used often as a fi nal layer of limewash. Annual reapplications continue to give the distinctive white colouring so frequently associated with cob today (25). Both clay and lime based renders were fi xed directly onto the surface of wall, possibly after that surface had been wetted to ensure satisfactory cohesion. Both the earth in the wall and the earth or lime renders are porous and allow the walls to breath. The importance of this is still not fully understood or scientifi cally studied. It was common practice in the twentieth century to replace original sympathetic fi nishes with impervious cement based products frequently necessitating a mechanical key for adhesion. Observations of damp, damaged or collapsed cob walls show cement renders to be the likely cause of this deterioration. So too plastic based fi nishes, such as paints will also inhibit the walls ability to breath. The lesson learnt from this has meant a move back to the use of lime based renders with earth renders used less frequently nowadays (26).
The ancient technique to manufacture cob and construct a wall appears to have changed little over its long history. This has been shown principally through observation and analysis of existing buildings and developing an understanding of the technique through practical experience gained from the knowledge of a very few farmers who continued the technique to keep their cob farmsteads in good repair. Documentary evidence of the construction technique in the past is very limited and usually only records the existence of the material (27) and not the manufacturing process. This was probably because the dwellings of common people were unworthy of comment (28). However as introduced above in 1843 Reverend Copinger Hill was very thorough in his descriptions. The construction of apertures in cob walls presented no problems, provided lintels were available to support the loads above the openings. Generally a pair of timber lintels were used with generous bearings onto the walls either side. Windows and doors could be fi xed by either manufacturing their frames with projecting fi xing blocks, cast into the walls during the construction process and thereby providing a permanent shuttering for the opening. Alternatively fi xing blocks might be cast into the wall and the frames fi xed later in the building process. Timber fi llets may also be built into the wall to allow the fi xing of joinery elements including skirting boards and picture rails (24). Likewise the timbers of the upper fl oors and roof structure can be built into the earth walls. The form of the roof generally avoids the use of gable Recent research of a late eighteenth century local Devon building fi rm collaborates Copinger's description and confi rms the seasonal nature of the material together with its comparative costs in construction projects (30).
Recent practical experience of a number of educational training sessions has shown the technique to be very labour intensive, dirty and restricted by the seasons. Although most who participate in these cob building training sessions enjoy the experience and benefi t from the team work required to practice the technique. Unlike many contemporary construction processes participants fi nd the "low tech" characteristics of cob easy to understand and to achieve successful outcomes. Its very distinct handmade architectural language speaks of its manufacture and the people who have undertaken the build. Some fi nd this very satisfying others just like the exercise and camaraderie.
THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF COB BUILDINGS
The geographical occurrence of surviving earth buildings is beginning to be known although there is no comprehensive inventory in terms of historical and architectural development, quantity or precise geographical distribution. This would be no easy task. Firstly a precise defi nition of a cob building would need to be agreed. How much cob would need to be present in a building would provide an important determinant. Cob can be one of a number of walling materials in a single building, but if it is the major material this could be suffi cient (31). Cob used as a walling material is almost always concealed by protective coverings of renders, panels or even outer leaves of brick or stone in England. This makes the visual identifi cation diffi cult. Especially so as many stone walled buildings are also rendered and in some cases share the same overall visual architectural characteristics as cob. Academics and practitioners are in agreement that the majority of cob buildings are in South West England. 
DEVON'S COB BUILDINGS
Cob is the earth construction technique used for the large number of buildings which have survived in the county of Devon. This makes it an important component of Devon's vernacular architecture ( Figure  5 ).The geographical distribution of cob is widespread across Devon, although the precise number has never been quantifi ed. Jo Cox of Keystone Historic Building Consultants, Exeter, found when travelling through this large English county at the end of the last century to assess all buildings for possible statutory protection that it was diffi cult to fi nd an area free of earth structures. When the varied geology of Devon is taken into consideration, it indicates that some builders used the material occurring locally be it sto-
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Whilst it is known that many indigenous builders would have had little choice of materials from which to construct their architecture or knowledge of alternatives, later buildings with clear aesthetic ambitions are nevertheless built from cob. This is demonstrated in some of Devon's late eighteenth and early nineteenth century architecture built in the Georgian and Regency styles. These buildings are particularly diffi cult to identify as they are always rendered and the use of cob seems unlikely for these periods and styles. A good example is the picturesque villas at Dawlish. This seaside town was popular for visitors wishing to participate in sea bathing (39). However to accommodate the visitors in respectable and fashionable architectural surroundings a building programme was necessary. To achieve these buildings required considerable ingenuity on behalf of the builder because the available walling material was earth. So to achieve the fl at surfaces, sharp arrises and overall ordered appearance required, a cob mix was placed in shuttering (Figure 8 ). This technique is now called shuttered cob and is a hybrid of cob and rammed earth .
These buildings represent a zenith of the cob tradition in Devon. In the mid nineteenth century the railways which brought many more visitors to Devon to enjoy the seaside, also brought building materials and caused the demise of the cob technique.
DEVON EARTH BUILDING ASSOCIATION (DEBA)
DEBA The knowledge developed from the research programme and collaboration has allowed CEA and DEBA to collectively develop a holistic approach to the cob technique. It has been incorporated into teaching material and for consultancy to support architects to achieve their earth building ambitions. Postgraduate students attending MA Architectural Conservation in the University's School of Architecture, Design and Environment benefi t from this well developed knowledge base in the module the Conservation of Cob Buildings delivered by DEBA members (Figure 9 ). The popularity of this module brings in additional participants from across the country, but particularly the South West region to attend the module as a short course. Successful current practitioners began their careers here and now return to lecture on the course.
Practical sessions on the manufacture of cob and its repair, together with more technical sessions including laboratory practicals give a comprehensive knowledge of the cob technique and its conservation. Architecture students also attend lectures on cob and other earth building techniques where consideration is given to the design process when using earth (Figure 10 ). This has been made possible through staff involvement in live projects, and in turn students can explore this in their own design projects. Small buildings are regularly constructed with local school children to continue to increase awareness of earth as a building material (Figure 11 ). The reversible characteristic of earth in building makes it an ideal teaching material. The same material can be used year after year, with no waste. Students are always surprised at how strong their predecessors' structures are made as they require considerable strength to destroy and provide the material with which they will build. Nevertheless they usually very much enjoy the earth building experience.
RECENT COB BUILDINGS
The cob construction technique never completely died in Devon. rebuilding of an existing cob building once used for agricultural purposes and now converted to a family home. This was awarded Best Converted Home 1995 by the Daily Telegraph newspaper. Other cob buildings at the site consist of a well house to cover and protect the water supply, a double garage and a workshop for himself and his wife. Kevin has mastered the skill of cob and his familiarity of the technique has allowed him to explore the formal opportunities presented by the material. Each building on the site demonstrates an advancing skill and a desire to push the material. For instance to support the principle roof truss of the garage he has used a massive cob column. A second dwelling designed by Bedford Jopson was the new house at Merton, a cob village in North West Devon. This was constructed by its owner Jeremy Sharpe, himself a traditional builder (44). This house uses the shuttered cob technique (Figure 17 ) to achieve a slightly different architectural language to that of those built by Kevin McCabe. This innovative technique has produced a dwelling which shares a familiar appearance and internal layout to recent dwellings constructed from more conventional materials such as rendered concrete block. Again building soil was sourced from the site and the pit produced by excavation conveniently forms a garden pond (Figure 18 ). Internally other innovations included a compacted and polished earth fl oor and a vaulted earth ceiling ( Figure 19 ). Whilst this house respects the local vernacular style of cob and thatch, it is clearly seen as a new addition to the settlement. (47). The time it takes to achieve a cob building certainly inhibits it potential use. Time is required to source and test appropriate raw materials, manufacture a mix, place it onto the wall and then allow it to dry. The total time required is unpredictable as the dry weather is impossible to predict in our maritime climate. The familiar adage 'time is money' is well known to the British construction industry. Fast track, reliable construction which is easy to programme is preferred to avoid the possibility of extending the length of the contract time. Farmers no longer undertake cob building interspersed with their other agricultural tasks. Farming like building construction has changed. Today the majority of contractors like to purchase their building materials already processed from builders' merchants not to dig for them and to manufacture on site. Skills too have to be available in the local work force. Whilst a handful of Devon builders possess this skill, it is likely that only increased interest and demand will encourage more to take up the skill of cob building.
Quality control is a major issue. Factory produced products come to site with reliable certifi ed performance characteristics. Cob is an individual material whose performance has to be tested to satisfy the demands of our current construction industry. That performance is reliant upon the raw material and skills of the builder. The project managers/architects who today take responsibility for the building may well lack confi dence when it comes to guaranteeing the performance through observation of the fi nal cob wall without previous experience. In fact CEA at University of Plymouth meaning an enclosure around a homestead. This wall begins near the site's entrance and separates the access route from the garden sweeping round to embrace and protect the house to the north (Figure 20) . The contrasting lightweight fabric of the dwelling rests upon this substantial north wall opening out to the south and west to enjoy the beautiful garden and distant views of the river (Figure 21). Only two door openings in the cob wall provide access to the main entrance lobby and garage. What is striking about the design of this building is the combination of the ancient cob with the contemporary lightweight architecture of the rest of the building, each understood and appropriately used according to their function. The architect and client shared the same commitment to sustainability by using construction materials with low environmental impact. And it is this combination of sustainability and architecture that creates the real interest in this signifi cant building (46). It is not surprising that this is another award winning project, gaining the prestigious RIBA (Royal Institute of British Architects) Best Environmental House in 2005.
THE FUTURE OF THE COB TECHNIQUE
The survival of thousands of traditional cob buildings will mean the techniques will survive as it is important to keep these buildings in good order. Their occupants and conservationists value these buildings as providing pleasant accommodation and contribute signifi cantly to regional and local identity. One just has to consider the fi nancial investments in properties to realise it makes no sense to neglect these buildings. Their maintenance and repair requires knowledge of the technique so as not to put the buildings at risk through inappropriate interventions. Begin- Occasionally advice has been given to not proceed with earth where suitable building materials are unavailable on site or nearby where sustainability is informing the design process. Not only is it environmentally unsound to source earth from distant locations in terms of transportation, it is also unlikely that earth building skills will be unavailable in the local labour force. Of course there are other reasons apart from sustainability as to why earth is selected for new buildings e.g. aesthetics, fashion or use of natural building product. Testing subsoil also determines the actual earth building technique which would naturally suit the material, unless modification of the raw material is acceptable. This is the reason why cob is recommended for the Devon soils as it suits their constituents. Blocks made from cob are an alternative as a building material and certainly have a place in cob repair. Pre-shrunk, they avoid the possibility of the repair material drying with wide gaps between the new and old materials. This is particularly successful if the existing cob material which has fallen out of the wall is reconstituted into the blocks and repair mortar.
The labour intensive aspect of cob also means there is no cost saving today, even though the raw material is free. Kevin McCabe's experience is that cob costs no less than any other walling material. When considering the overall cost of a building and the industry estimate that the walls cost approximately 10% of the total, the use of cob means only a significant saving if it is part of a self build project.
Procurement of new buildings in Britain is certainly against any major growth in the amount of new cob buildings. The majority of new British buildings are produced speculatively by developers. Their reason for so doing is financial profit making. So any material which is unconventional or labour intensive is rarely used unless it is in `one off` bespoke situations designed by architects for individual clients. The few recent cob buildings belong to this latter category apart from Kevin McCabe's house at Cadhay, which he designed and built speculatively to sell once completed. 
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The growing pressures to be more cautious in the use of resources; minimise pollution and carbon emission; and cherish tradition and regional and local identity, must ultimately re-instate cob buildings as a mainstream technique in Devon's construction industry. The new cob buildings which exist represent a variety of design opportunities. Kevin McCabe, Jill Smallcombe and Jacky Abey are maintaining the tradition but exploring the opportunities the use of this wet technique provides for architectural and sculptural form (Figure 22 ). The work of Paul Bedford, Barry Jopson and Jerry Sharpe show that cob can achieve a more conventional yet significant and high quality architecture. It is this approach which could be much more influential when large numbers of new buildings are proposed in the future. John Christopher of Associated Architects Cobtun is equally important showing how cob can easily have a place in contemporary design if its inherent characteristics are well understood and used appropriately in combination with other walling systems ( Figure 23 ). The cob technique has come a long way in its recent history from the small bus shelters of Alfred Howard to the inspirational architecture of our recent award winning examples.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of cob, the vernacular earth building technique, which has fashioned so many of our well loved buildings in Devon and other areas of Europe will take 'no leap of faith' to be used in the future. The survival and continued occupation of this cob legacy shows the technique to turn subsoil into a reliable building material works. Knowledge of cob is beginning to exist in the current construction industry although there is an amnesia as to the value of this technique by the majority.
"Vernacular architecture is conservative by nature. It is the product of the tried and true, and is the result of the work of generations of experienced builders who by trial and error have come to agree upon what works and what is acceptable. They have studied the nature and behaviour of the available materials empirically and transmitted this knowledge to subsequent generations"(48). We must accept our ancestors' gift and make it our own.
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